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Operations Rules 2010-09-24 an expert offers a set of rules that will help managers achieve
dramatic improvements in operations performance in recent years management gurus have urged
businesses to adopt such strategies as just in time lean manufacturing offshoring and frequent
deliveries to retail outlets but today these much touted strategies may be risky global financial
turmoil rising labor costs in developing countries and huge volatility in the price of oil and
other commodities can disrupt a company s entire supply chain and threaten its ability to compete
in operations rules david simchi levi identifies the crucial element in a company s success the
link between the value it provides its customers and its operations strategies and he offers a
set of scientifically and empirically based rules that management can follow to achieve a quantum
leap in operations performance flexibility says simchi levi is the single most important
capability that allows firms to innovate in their operations and supply chain strategies a small
investment in flexibility can achieve almost all the benefits of full flexibility and successful
companies do not all pursue the same strategies amazon and wal mart for example are direct
competitors but each focuses on a different market channel and provides a unique customer value
proposition amazon large selection and reliable fulfillment wal mart low prices that directly
aligns with its operations strategy simchi levi s rules regarding such issues as channels price
product characteristics value added service procurement strategy and information technolog
transform operations and supply chain management from an undertaking based on gut feeling and
anecdotes to a science
Managing the Supply Chain 2003-11-22 in today s environment of tight budgets and even tighter
turnarounds effective supply chain management has become a core business requirement managing the
supply chain adapts the number one supply chain book on the college market to examine how
professionals can consistently turn supply chain strategy into a competitive advantage this
results based book examines the experiences of today s most accomplished companies to demonstrate
supply chain innovation at work in the marketplace
Designing and Managing the Supply Chain 2002-11 supply chain management both in industry and in
academia has grown rapidly over the past several years mainly due to an increase in corporate
goals of reducing manufacturing costs and the savings that come from planning and managing the
supply chain effectively most textbooks do not include models and decision support systems robust
enough for industry designing and managing the supply chain concepts strategies and cases 2 e by
simchi levy kaminsky and simchi levi discusses the problems models and concepts derived from
issues related to effective supply chain management this text is suitable for both academic study
and practicing professionals while many core supply chain management issues are interrelated the
authors have tried to make each chapter as self contained as possible so that the reader can
refer directly to chapters covering topics of interest each chapter utilizes case studies and
numerous examples mathematical and technical sections can be skipped without loss of continuity
the accompanying cd rom also provides two simulations the computerized beer game and the risk
pool game and a computerized tool new to this edition for developing and executing supply chain
contracts these packages help illustrate many of the concepts discussed
Designing and Managing the Supply Chain 2000 米国ie協会のbook of the yearなど数々の賞に輝く正統派テキスト 豊富な内容を要領よく解説
サプライ・チェインの設計と管理 2017-04 fierce competition in today s global market provides a powerful
motivation for developing ever more sophisticated logistics systems this book written for the
logistics manager and researcher presents a survey of the modern theory and application of
logistics the goal of the book is to present the state of the art in the science of logistics
management as a result the authors have written a timely and authoritative survey of this field
that many practitioners and researchers will find makes an invaluable companion to their work
The Logic of Logistics 2013-11-19 fierce competition in today s global market provides a powerful
motivation for developing ever more sophisticated logistics systems this book written for the
logistics manager and researcher presents a survey of the modern theory and application of
logistics the goal of the book is to present the state of the art in the science of logistics
management as a result the authors have written a timely and authoritative survey of this field
that many practitioners and researchers will find makes an invaluable companion to their work
The Logic of Logistics 2007-07-03 in recent years supply chain planning has emerged as one of the
most challenging problems in the industry as a consequence the planning focus is shifting from
the management of plant speci c operations to a holistic view of the various logistics and
productionstages that is an approach in which suppliers productionplants and customers are
considered as constituents of an integrated network a major dr ing force behind this development
lies in the globalization of the world economy which has facilitated the co operation between
different partners working together in world wide logistics networks hence considerable cost
savings can be gained from optimizing the structure and the operations of complex supply networks
li ing plants suppliers distribution centres and customers consequently to improve the
performance of the entire logistic chain more sophisticated planning systems and more effective
decision support are needed clearly successful applications of supply chain management have
driven the development of advanced planning systems aps which are concerned with s porting
decision making activities at the strategic tactical and operational decision level these
software packages basically rely on the application of quantitative methods which are used to
model the underlying complex decision problems c sidering the limited availability of resources
and the need to react on time to customer orders the core module at the mid term level of aps
comprises op ational supply chain planning in many industries productionstages are assigned to
differentplantsand distribution centreshave been established at geographicallyd persed locations
Supply Chain Planning 2009-03-05 introduction to supply chain management logistics network
configuration inventory management and risk pooling the value of information supply chain
integration strategic alliances procurement and outsourcing strategies international issues in
supply chain management coordinated product and supply chain design customer value and supply
chain management information technology for supply chain management decision support systems for
supply chain management
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Designing and Managing the Supply Chain 2003 os autores procuraram olhar para a ação cotidiana
dos educadores de creches e pré escolas buscando dialogar sobre as dimensões de educação e
cuidado dessa prática
Cadeia de Suprimentos Projeto e Gestão: Conceitos, Estratégias e Estudos de Caso 2009-01-01 サプライ
チェーンの原理原則を学べる定番書籍 待望の日本語版刊行 複雑な現実世界のサプライチェーンの振る舞いを ステーション ライン ネットワーク といった形にモデル化し その振る舞いに関する原理原則につ
いて 多数の実例を交えてわかりやすく解説した書籍 各章末には 思考を深めるための問題 を掲載した 問題を いかに 解くかではなく システムが なぜ そのように振る舞うのかを解説している本書からは
あらゆるシナリオに対して効果的に対処するためのツールと洞察を得ることができる 目次 第0章 戦略的な基盤 1 ステーションサイエンス 第1章 キャパシティ 第2章 ばらつき 第3章 バッチ処理
2 ラインサイエンス 第4章 フロー 第5章 バッファリング 第6章 プッシュ プル 3 ネットワークサイエンス 第7章 在庫 第8章 リスク 第9章 調整 appendix a 表記一覧
appendix b サプライチェーンサイエンスの原理
サプライチェーンサイエンス 2023-06-30 offers a systematic approach to the examination of online procurement
auctions growth in online auctions reinforces the need for understanding the factors important in
auctions and the caveats that both researchers and practitioners need to know in order to
effectively study and use the auction tool
Best Practices for Online Procurement Auctions 2007-12-31 the procurement and supply manager s
desk reference finally a cohesive volume written for the worldwide profession of purchasing and
supply chain management james d reeds cpm cfpim cirm cpcm president institute for supply
management silicon valley great resource this work is educational informative and certainly most
practical peter sterlacci director professional development san jose state university complete
with useful information the authors are extraordinary experts in the field of supply chain
management michael geraghty mba president geraghty international and author of anybody can
negotiate even you destined to become every supply manager s essential desktop tool with in depth
authoritative coverage of each topic leaving no stone unturned in covering all aspects of the
purchasing and sourcing function the procurement and supply manager s desk reference is filled
with everything every supply manager needs to know about the key roles and responsibilities of a
procurement manager filled with practical aids such as checklists and customizable forms this
essential book provides an easy to use road map for the supply manager in the new millennium with
an eye toward incorporating proactive strategies and best practices the procurement and supply
manager s desk reference offers detailed coverage and tips on procurement and best business
practices sourcing management how to select suppliers and measure performance the best way to
leverage computer systems providing value to the organization identifying those strategies that
will work best for your business for years to come
The Procurement and Supply Manager's Desk Reference 2007-07-20 this book examines the challenges
and opportunities arising from an assortment of technologies as they relate to operations
management and finance it contains primers on operations finance and their interface innovative
technologies and new business models enabled by those technologies are changing the practice and
the theory of operations management and finance as well as their interface these technologies and
business models include big data and analytics artificial intelligence machine learning
blockchain iot 3d printing sharing platforms crowdfunding and crowdsourcing the book will be an
attractive choice for phd level courses and for self study
Disaster Relief Logistics 2009 securing a sustainable supply chain is crucial for business and
the future of humanity intending to lower waste and carbon emissions businesses are investing
more money in sustainability efforts however sustainability measures that might save costs
improve forecasting and optimize business operations are frequently disregarded especially during
the post pandemic era the handbook of research on designing sustainable supply chains to achieve
a circular economy analyzes various approaches and strategies for developing sustainable supply
chain capabilities to achieve circular economies builds and develops models frameworks and
theoretical concepts by focusing on the role of a sustainable supply chain leading to a circular
economy and provides a platform where new concepts and plans for managing sustainable supply
chains in the post pandemic era with the aid of industry 4 0 as enablers are discussed covering
key topics such as tourism healthcare transportation and governance this major reference work is
ideal for industry professionals government officials business owners managers entrepreneurs
policymakers scholars researchers academicians instructors and students
Innovative Technology at the Interface of Finance and Operations 2022-06-09 based on more than 10
years of practical experience in the field of supply chain management oliver münch indicates that
in favor of sustainability within the supply chain the paradox purchasing savings can and should
be substituted with the approach of the first time right procurement this dissertation subjects
the monetary measurement of purchasing savings to a critical examination and questions whether it
still applies it indicates that monetary purchasing savings exert a negative impact on
sustainable company success in order to achieve a long term sustainable success it is proposed
that the monetary measurement of purchasing savings can be replaced by measuring process times
within the procurement organization
Handbook of Research on Designing Sustainable Supply Chains to Achieve a Circular Economy
2023-04-17 die logistik bilanz stellt eine innovation dar in analogie zur unternehmens bilanz
bringt sie die stärke der logistik für ein unternehmen oder ein supply chain netzwerk auf den
punkt und unterstützt entscheidungen des top managements im prozess aktiver zukunftsgestaltung
durch die anwendung bekannter begriffe und methoden aus der bilanzierung ermöglicht die logistik
bilanz dass logistik als neue führungskonzeption auf der vorstands und geschäftsführungsebene
immer mehr gelebt wird führungskräfte erhalten damit ein instrument das ihnen mehr aufmerksamkeit
für logistik belange verschafft neu in der 2 auflage erweiterung um zwei fallbeispiele zur
nutzung der logistik bilanz bei investitionsentscheidungen sowie zu spezifischen anwendungen für
logistikdienstleister
First-Time-Right Procurement 2015-01-27 supply chain scheduling is a relatively new research area
with less than 20 years of history it is an intersection of two traditional areas supply chain
management and scheduling in this book the authors provide a comprehensive coverage of supply
chain scheduling the book covers applications solution algorithms for solving related problems
evaluation of supply chain conflicts and models for encouraging cooperation between decision
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makers supply chain scheduling studies detailed scheduling issues within supply chains as
motivated by a variety of applications in the real world topics covered by the book include
coordinated decision making in centralized supply chains including integrated production and
distribution scheduling joint scheduling and product pricing and coordinated subcontracting and
scheduling coordination and competition issues in decentralized supply chains including conflict
and cooperation within scheduling decisions made by different parties in supply chains and both
cooperative and non cooperative supply chain scheduling games the book describes a variety of
representative problems within each of these topics the authors define these problems
mathematically describe corresponding applications and introduce solution methods for solving
each problem to improve supply chain performance
Logistik-Bilanz 2010-03-11 academic paper from the year 2018 in the subject business economics
business management corporate governance grade a kenyatta university course business management
language english abstract over the past years supply chains sc and supply chain management scm
have been noted to play a crucial role in corporate efficiency not to mention that they have
immensely attracted the attention of several scholars due to the cropping up of liberalization as
well as the globalization of the international trade the production factors involved in sourcing
and consumer products from destinations across the globe have enhanced the interdependence
between the producers and wholesalers on the global supply chains accordingly the literature
behind supply chain management has offered a number of variations on the same theme in supply
chain definition in simple terms supply chain management can be defined as a system of suppliers
retailers customers distributors and even manufacturers whereby the products flow downstream from
the suppliers to the consumers while information flows in both directions on the other hand a
supply chain can be defined as a network of facilities as well as distribution options that
operate to procure materials and transform these materials into intermediate and finished
products alongside distributing these finished products to consumers evidently supply chains
exist in the service and even manufacturing enterprises even though the chain s complexity may
greatly vary from firm to firm and industry to industry
Supply Chain Scheduling 2022-02-07 the goal of the encyclopedia of optimization is to introduce
the reader to a complete set of topics that show the spectrum of research the richness of ideas
and the breadth of applications that has come from this field the second edition builds on the
success of the former edition with more than 150 completely new entries designed to ensure that
the reference addresses recent areas where optimization theories and techniques have advanced
particularly heavy attention resulted in health science and transportation with entries such as
algorithms for genomics optimization and radiotherapy treatment design and crew scheduling
The Characteristics of Supply Chain Management. An Annotated Bibliography Review 2018-07-17
recent news events related to quality in global supply chains have called attention to the need
for more research on supply chains that operate in a global context indeed it would be difficult
to find a supply chain that does not cut across national boundaries at some point the presence of
global supply chains introduces a number of new management challenges managing global supply
chain relationships operations strategies and practices focuses on issues related to
relationships among members of global supply chains this comprehensive work addresses three
important aspects of global supply chain relationships supply chain integration and collaboration
outsourcing and offshoring of production and recent growth in supplier networks
Encyclopedia of Optimization 2008-09-04 asq s certified quality improvement associate cqia
certification is designed to introduce the basics of quality to organizations and individuals not
currently working within the field of quality this book and the body of knowledge bok it supports
are intended to form a foundation for further study and application of proven quality principles
and practices worldwide the book follows the cqia bok in both content and sequence the intent is
that this book will serve as a guide to be used in preparation to take the cqia examination given
by asq each chapter stands alone and the chapters may be read in any order some material reaching
beyond the content of the bok has been added supplemental reading suggestions are provided an
online interactive sample exam and a paper and pencil sample can be found on the asq website asq
org cert quality improvement associate prepare
Managing Global Supply Chain Relationships: Operations, Strategies and Practices 2010-10-31 the
handbook is a comprehensive research reference that is essential for anyone interested in
conducting research in supply chain unique features include a focus on the intersection of
quantitative supply chain analysis and e business unlike other edited volumes in the supply chain
area this is a handbook rather than a collection of research papers each chapter was written by
one or more leading researchers in the area these authors were invited on the basis of their
scholarly expertise and unique insights in a particular sub area as much attention is given to
looking back as to looking forward most chapters discuss at length future research needs and
research directions from both theoretical and practical perspectives most chapters describe in
detail the quantitative models used for analysis and the theoretical underpinnings many examples
and case studies are provided to demonstrate how the models and the theoretical insights are
relevant to real situations coverage of most state of the art business practices in supply chain
management
The Certified Quality Improvement Associate Handbook, Third Edition 2014-10-01 expanding on the
editors award winning article evolving to a new dominant logic for marketing this book presents a
challenging new paradigm for the marketing discipline this new paradigm is service oriented
customer oriented relationship focused and knowledge based and places marketing once viewed as a
support function central to overall business strategy service dominant logic defines service as
the application of competencies for the benefit of another entity and sees mutual service
provision rather than the exchange of goods as the proper subject of marketing it moves the
orientation of marketing from a market to philosophy where customers are promoted to targeted and
captured to a market with philosophy where the customer and supply chain partners are
collaborators in the entire marketing process the editors elaborate on this model through an
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historical analysis clarification and extension of service dominant logic and distinguished
marketing thinkers then provide further insight and commentary the result is a more comprehensive
and inclusive marketing theory that will challenge both current thinking and marketing practice
Handbook of Quantitative Supply Chain Analysis 2004-05-31 this book discusses emerging themes in
the area of humanitarian logistics it examines how humanitarian logistics and supply chains play
a key role focusing on rapidly delivering the correct amount of goods people and monetary
resources to the locations needed to achieve the success of relief efforts in response to global
emergencies such as flood earthquakes wars etc with an increase in the frequency magnitude and
impact of both natural and manmade disasters effective delivery of humanitarian aid is an issue
that is becoming increasingly important in the context of disaster management the book focuses on
how logistics systems and supply chains responsible for delivering this aid from origin to
recipients can be made more effective and efficient it also discusses how the development of
information technology systems that can provide visibility to the disaster relief supply chain
marks a huge step forward for the humanitarian sector as a whole as more organizations begin to
adopt and implement these systems and visibility is established the use of key performance
indicators will then become essential to further enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of
these supply chains
The Service-Dominant Logic of Marketing 2014-12-18 in dieser doktorarbeit werden vier
individuelle untersuchungen im bereich der supply chain robustheit durchgeführt das übergeordnete
ziel dieser ist die entwicklung eines konzeptionellen rahmens der supply chain robustheit dafür
wird aktuelle literatur in diesem forschungsfeld zusammengeführt und ein schema mit
bestimmungsfaktoren zur erhöhung von robustheit in käufer lieferantenbeziehungen entwickelt
motivation für diese wissenschaftliche arbeit ist ein beobachteter anstieg von unterbrechungen in
supply chains sowie eine weiterhin anhaltende outsourcing tendenz und die dadurch wachsende
bedeutung von beziehungen in supply chains in dieser arbeit werden zwei literaturstudien sowie
zwei empirische untersuchungen durchgeführt erstens wird die methode der systematic literature
reviews für das forschungsgebiet des supply chain managements überarbeitet zweitens erfolgt die
entwicklung eines konzeptionellen rahmens sowie eine definition des konstruktes supply chain
robustheit drittens werden bestimmungsfaktoren zur schaffungen von robustheit in käufer
lieferantenbeziehungen identifiziert und in einem vierten schritt validiert this doctoral thesis
develops four individual research studies on supply chain robustness the overall goal of these
studies is to develop a conceptual framework of supply chain robustness by consolidating current
literature in the field and drawing on that framework to construct a schema of determinants that
facilitate robustness in buyer supplier relationships this research is motivated by an observed
increase of supply chain disruptions as well as an increasing trend towards outsourcing and a
subsequent rise in the importance of supply chain relationships it methodologically builds on two
literature studies and two empirical studies the thesis develops refined methodology guidelines
for conducting literature reviews in supply chain management proposes a conceptual framework for
supply chain robustness putting forward a formal definition of the construct and identifies and
validates four relational determinants that facilitate robustness against disruptions in buyer
supplier relationships
Managing Humanitarian Logistics 2015-09-10 the asq certified quality improvement associate cqia
certification introduces the basics of quality to organizations and individuals who are new to
quality this book and the body of knowledge bok it supports form a foundation for applying proven
quality principles and practices that are used around the world this handbook follows the cqia
span in both content and sequence let it serve as your guide in preparing for the asq cqia
examination and refer to it frequently as you learn and implement these ideas and tools in your
organization
A Theoretical and Practical Contribution to Supply Chain Robustness 2016-05-20 continuous
improvements in digitized practices have created opportunities for businesses to develop more
streamlined processes this not only leads to higher success in day to day production but it
increases the overall success of businesses enterprise information systems and the digitalization
of business functions is a key resource on the latest advances and research for a digital agenda
in the business world highlighting multidisciplinary studies on data modeling information systems
and customer relationship management this publication is an ideal reference source for
professionals researchers managers consultants and university students interested in emerging
developments for business process management
The ASQ Certified Quality Improvement Associate Handbook 2020-03-01 製品設計 情報システム 生産計画 在庫管理 人事開発 財務
計画 販売予測 営業 品質管理など主要機能部門を統合するscm サプライ チェーン マネジメント の基礎がわかる
Enterprise Information Systems and the Digitalization of Business Functions 2017-02-07 the
subject of this book is supply chain logistics planning optimization under multiple uncertainties
the key issue in supply chain management focusing on the strategic alliance three level supply
chain the model of supply chain logistics planning was established in terms of the market prices
and the market requirements as random variables of manufactured goods with random expected value
programming theory and the hybrid intelligence algorithm solution model was designed aiming at
the decentralized control supply chain in which the nodes were unlimited expansion the chance
constrained stochastic programming model was created in order to obtain optimal decision making
at a certain confidence level in addition the hybrid intelligence algorithm model was designed to
solve the problem of supply chain logistics planning with the prices of the raw materials supply
market of the upstream enterprises and the prices of market demand for products of the downstream
enterprises as random variables in the supply chain unit aimed at the three stage mixed control
supply chain a logistics planning model was designed using fuzzy random programming theory with
customer demand as fuzzy random variables and a hybrid intelligence algorithm solution was
created the research has significance both in theory and practice its theoretical significance is
that the research can complement and perfect existing supply chain planning in terms of
quantification its practical significance is that the results will guide companies in supply
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chain logistics planning in the uncertain environment
サプライチェーンマネジメント概論 1999-05 luis martín díaz shows why some companies are still reluctant to
cooperate with partners in the supply chain even though it may be advantageous to them based on
an extensive survey within the european automotive industry he proposes solutions to this paradox
and describes a prototype for the assessment of the added value of cooperation
Optimization of Integrated Supply Chain Planning under Multiple Uncertainty 2015-05-27 in this
book the authors argue that there are analytically distinct forms of entrepreneurship they
provide a contemporary overview of current research and summarize the policy conclusions that can
be drawn
Evaluation of Cooperative Planning in Supply Chains 2006-08-31 this title was first published in
2003 an exhaustive and synthetic framework for the use of internet tools in customer supplier
relationships is one aspect of e business that is still missing from existing literature this
book analyses the main management implications related to the adoption of the internet in the
supply chain and unifies different research studies and contributions in order to build such a
framework it is based on wide empirical evidence including four in depth case studies in both
europe and the us a cross industry survey of more than 160 us companies and website research
describing emerging internet initiatives in b2b relationships by creating a concrete link between
theory and practice it should appeal to academics and practitioners alike
Entrepreneurship and Dynamics in the Knowledge Economy 2006-09-27 the world of retailing has
changed dramatically in the past decade sales originating at online channels have been steadily
increasing and even for sales transacted at brick and mortar channels a much larger fraction of
sales is affected by online channels in different touch points during the customer journey
shopper behavior and expectations have been evolving along with the growth of digital channels
challenging retailers to redesign their fulfillment and execution processes to better serve their
customers this edited book examines the challenges and opportunities arising from the shift
towards omni channel retail we examine these issues through the lenses of operations management
emphasizing the supply chain transformations associated with fulfilling an omni channel demand
the book is divided into three parts in the first part omni channel business models we present
four studies that explore how retailers are adjusting their fundamental business models to the
new omni channel landscape the second part data driven decisions in an omni channel world
includes five chapters that study the evolving data opportunities enabled by omni channel retail
and present specific examples of data driven analyses finally in the third part case studies in
omni channel retailing we include four studies that provide a deep dive into how specific
industries companies and markets are navigating the omni channel world ultimately this book
introduces the reader to the fundamentals of operations in an omni channel context and highlights
the different innovative research ideas on the topic using a variety of methodologies
The Internet and the Customer-Supplier Relationship 2018-01-12 the task of structuring
information on built environment has presented challenges to the research community software
developers and the industry for the last 20 years recent work has taken advantage of and industry
standards such as xml owl ifc and step another important technology for the fragmented aec
industry is digital communication wired or wireless it brings together architects engineers and
construction site workers enabling them to exchange information communicate and work together
virtual enterprise organization structures involving mobile teams over distance are highly
compatible with the needs of the construction industry
Operations in an Omnichannel World 2019-10-15 an annotated timeline of operations research an
informal history recounts the evolution of operations research or as a new science the science of
decision making arising from the urgent operational issues of world war ii the philosophy and
methodology of or has permeated the resolution of decision problems in business industry and
government the timeline chronicles the history of or in the form of self contained expository
entries each entry presents a concise explanation of the events and people under discussion and
provides key sources where further relevant information can be obtained in addition books and
papers that have influenced the development of or or helped to educate the first generations of
or academics and practitioners are cited throughout the book starting in 1564 with seminal ideas
that form the precursors of or the timeline traces the key ideas and events of or through 2004
the timeline should interest anyone involved in or researchers practitioners academics and
especially students who wish to learn how or came into being further the scope and expository
style of the timeline should make it of value to the general reader interested in the development
of science and technology in the last half of the twentieth century
eWork and eBusiness in Architecture, Engineering and Construction. ECPPM 2006 2006-08-24 supply
chain risk management is an issue that many companies face and yet few companies know how to deal
with it in a systematic and pragmatic manner while avoiding and reducing supply chain risks are
certainly preferable developing ways to restore and stabilize supply chain operations rapidly
after a major disruption is critical for managing global supply chains sodhi and tang present
important concepts frameworks strategies and analyses that are essential for managing supply
chain risks not only does this book suggest some practical ways to work with different partners
to manage the risks that are present in a global supply chain it creates a framework that would
enable practitioners to engage researchers to work on this important area thomas a debrowski
executive vice president worldwide operations mattel inc when a firm outsources its operations to
external suppliers the firm is vulnerable to major and rare disruptions that can occur at any
link in the global supply chain because these disruptions rarely occur few firms take
commensurable actions to identify assess mitigate and respond to various types of supply chain
risks by introducing frameworks and concepts along with several case studies and a review of
academic literature sodhi and tang treat this important subject with practical relevance and
academic rigor this book will bring practitioners and researchers to develop effective and
efficient ways to manage supply chain risks marshall l fisher ups professor professor of
operations and information management and co director of fishman davidson center for service and
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operations management the wharton school university of pennsylvania this book ties observations
in practice to methodologies and research the rich case examples motivated the approaches and
methodologies used to mitigate risks and in the course of doing so sodhi and tang provided
insights on existing and new research opportunities as a result this book is highly relevant to
both practitioners and academics also the book is also written with management lessons on how
risks can be mitigated and how risks can be contained once disruptions have occurred as such it
is also a book for management to gain insights and to develop management skills hau l lee thoma
professor of operations information and technology and director of the stanford global supply
chain management forum graduate school of business stanford university as companies have extended
their supply chains globally and as the face increasing resource issues they face a number of new
risk challenges while there are various case studies written about supply chain risks this book
gives a comprehensive treatment of the subject with clarity the concepts and frameworks developed
by sodhi and tang in this book would create awareness of this important and yet not well
understood subject and strategies described in this book would stimulate practitioners to develop
a holistic approach for identifying assessing mitigating and responding to different types of
supply chain risks nick wildgoose global supply chain proposition manager zurich insurance
An Annotated Timeline of Operations Research 2007-02-15 mass customization mc has been hailed as
a successful operations strategy across manufacturing and service industries for the past three
decades however the wider implications of using mc approaches in the broader industrial and
economic environment are not yet clearly understood mass customization engineering and managing
global operations presents emerging research on the role of mc and personalization in today s
international operations context the chapters cover mc in the context of global industrial
economics and operations moreover the book discusses mc topics that are relevant to the
manufacturing and service sectors such as product platforms learning curve modeling additive
manufacturing and service customization case studies in manufacturing e g apparel and
transportation and services e g banking and virtual worlds are also included mass customization
engineering and managing global operations is a valuable text for mass customization researchers
and practitioners researchers will find a selection of chapters prepared by internationally
renowned authors comprising most of their recent research in mc engineering professionals will be
drawn by the vivid discussion of operational aspects and methods of mc as well as by the
selection of cases illustrating their practical application
Managing Supply Chain Risk 2012-02-25 this textbook presents a coherent and robust structure for
integrated risk management in the context of operations and finance it explains how the
operations finance interface jointly optimizes material and financial flows under intricate risk
exposures the book covers financial flexibility operational hedging enterprise risk management
erm supply chain risk management scrm integrated risk management irm supply chain finance scf and
financial management of supply chain strategies both qualitative and quantitative approaches
including conceptualization theory building analytical modeling and empirical research are used
to assess the value creation by integrating operations and finance this book provides a
comprehensive description of the interactions between finance and operations and of how managers
can best make decisions in recognition of these effects john r birge university of chicago supply
chain finance is an emerging area where innovations can unlock great values to complement the
advances in information and physical flows of supply chain hau l lee stanford university this
book provides an excellent overview of supply chain finance and its most recent advances jan a
van mieghem northwestern university this book is indispensable for advanced students as well as
practitioners when looking for a pedagogical sound and scientific rigorous approach to supply
chain finance ralf w seifert imd epfl the book advances our knowledge on the interface between
operations and finance and provides managerial guidelines for effective risk management in the
supply chain xiande zhao ceibs
Mass Customization 2010-11-09
Supply Chain Finance 2018-05-02
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